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Yoshino V20 
by Ken Kessler 

Leave it to Tim de Paravicini to come up with something so deliciously 
twisted that no tube crazy can resist it. The new EAR/Yoshino V20 integrated 
amplifier, despite costing a not-unreasonable-by- today’s-standards, 2495, 
looks like nothing else and sports a quantity of tubes rivaled by few. Hell, the 
only items I can think of off-hand with similar numerical appeal - i.e., more 
tubes than any sane person would deem necessary - are high-enders like 
the GRAAF GM200 OTL with its 16 output tubes per channel, and the recent 
Silvaweld design with 48 per monoblock. 

Now the V20 isn’t quite up in that league in tube count, but neither is it in 
price. Better still, its profusion of glassware is of the common-as-muck 
variety, so here’s a rare chance to have a plethora of tubes without living in 
fear of the cost of revalving the beast. That’s because Tim has chosen to use 
as output tubes ten ECC83s per channel - hence the model number. 

Actually, the name ‘V20’ was inspired by Tim’s passion for cars (he is known 
to drive in a ‘spirited’ fashion), in particular the V12 Jaguar engine. The 
prototype amp had a dozen output valves, and the company was tempted to 
call it the V12 Amplifier Engine. However, Tim decided to update the project 
to the present V20 specification, with no less than 20 output valves. But then 
it’s also known in-house and among cultists as ‘Mickey Mouse’ because, 
when viewed from the front at eye-level, its volume and source controls look 
like a pair of eyes, with the half-cylindrical tube covers like that famed 
rodent’s ears. Or EARS, if you prefer. 

And it’s a gorgeous, covetable little thing, a tidy 427xl39x426mm (whd), 
weighing a chunky 20kg, and sporting steam-punk looks through its mix of 
materials. It’s that Victorian Modernist vision which makes this look like a 
prop from Nemo‘s Nautilus, gold-plated knobs and connectors, chromed 
fascia and transformer caps, black cages over the tubes and wooden end-
pieces in what looks like a very dark rosewood. The left-hand knob selects 
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one of five inputs, the right takes care of level, while at the extreme right-
hand ‘point’ is a large on-off button which glows orangey-yellow, as per 
earlier Yoshino products. 

Neat touches abound, like a chrome rail protecting the CE-approved, yet still 
multi-way, binding posts mounted on the top, at the back of the row of 
transformers. For those who still use banana plugs, in defiance of the cretins 
in Brussels, deft use of a screwdriver removes the safety caps. Output 
terminals are provided for 4, 8 or 16 ohm loudspeakers, and you’ll want to 
optimise the impedance matching because this is, after all, a mere 24-watter. 
The rear panel itself contains gold-plated binding posts for the five line level 
sources and tape-output. 

As part of the Yoshino DNA chain, the V20 amplifier is a break away from 
what Tim describes as ‘the currently fashionable approaches of pentodes 
and tetrodes in ultralinear configuration and of large direct-heated triodes’; 
remember, though, that Tim was one of the first in the West to get involved 
with the Single Ended Triode revival. Instead, the V20 uses parallel-
connected ECC83 (aka 12AX7) indirectly-heated double triodes in the output 
stage. Now most of us think of these only as pre-amp tubes, or drivers. Even 
so, Tim set them up to deliver just under 2.5W each, for an integrated 
amplifier rated at 24W/ch, in push- pull, pure Class-A mode. A further five 
tubes per channel complete the line-up, including three more ECC83s for the 
input stages and a pair of ECC82 driver tubes. Again, I wish to repeat: this 
amp ain’t gonna break its owners when re-tubing time comes around. 

For those who recognise the Yoshino line as a source of iconoclastic 
treasures, the V20 will prove to be as much fun and as much of a challenge 
as the still-hard-to-beat EAR 859. That 13W single-ended triode design will 
be looked upon by anachrophiles of the year 2025 as having been as much a 
pioneer in its genre as the KAV300i and the Audio Research CA-50 in theirs. 
This whole back-to-integrateds revolution is far from over; what’s so 
refreshing is that it has yet to impose design limitations in overall topology, 
so a firebrand like Tim can still come up with dazzling, innovative gems like 
this. 

And a gem it is, a bijou tchatchke which confuses you thusly: does one take 
it po-faced seriously, or treat it as one would the EarMax or an X-Series 
module–as a source of grinning-ear-to-ear fun? However funky the styling, 
however much you want to cuddle it and give it a nickname and festoon it 
with white gloves, yellow shoes and a girlfriend named Minnie, something 
keeps telling you that you’re in the presence of a radical new listening tool. 
And that something is a freedom from coloration, nastiness and grunge 
which you simply do not associate with 20 tubes of the most blindingly 
ordinary variety. That car analogy of Tim’s is perfect, because the way he’s 
transformed the ECC83 into an output tube of note recalls a point raised in 
Richard Williams’ stunning story of Damon Hill’s championship year, Racers 
[Penguin paperback, 7.99]. Williams reminds the reader of geniuses such as 
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Colin Chapman, who took a complete piece of junk–the ludicrous and 
overrated-by-jingoists Austin 7–and turned it into a world-beater. Not that the 
conditions are the same here: Chapman was working in shortage-riddled 
post-war Britain, whereas Tim and other modern tube designers are now 
spoiled for choice. Hell, they can even buy brand-new 300Bs made by 
Western Electric if they so desire. But nearly the same spirit which inspired 
Chapman has been employed by de Paravicini, that of turning something 
intrinsically common and cheap into something truly wonderful. 

Now, I’m not suggesting for a moment that the ECC83 is anything less than 
an all-time classic tube… but for pre-amp usage. Who’d’ve thought that it 
could ‘out-sweet’ an EL-34? That it could match a KT-66 for mid-band 
warmth, or a 6550 for speed? And without a trace of edge, nastiness, grit or 
any other artifact you might correlate with being over-driven? 

But let’s get real: two dozen watts is still only a smattering of grunt, just right 
for 90dB-plus loads, or oddballs like the 15-ohm LS3/5A with its narrowly 
defined power handling, or the original Quad ESL, designed to work with 15 
watts’ worth of Quad II juice. So although the V20 is far more generous than 
the average SET, it still imposes restrictions on the choice of speakers you 
may use. Why worry? Turnabout is fair play, and the V20 user is just as 
entitled to creating a system with horns or other high-sensitivity aberrations 
as would any SET user. But don’t confuse the V20’s performance with that of 
a typical SET just because it shares the latter’s power limitations. The V20 
assiduously eschews the very elements of SET sound which undermine 
those undeniable SET strengths. Where an SET is sweet but soggy, the V20 
is sweet yet controlled and precise. Where an SET is so warm and forgiving 
that you feel something must have been sacrificed, the V20 is equally 
emotion-laden and life-like, but also detailed, dynamic and commanding. 

Listening to the V20 is very much a case of experiencing the same delights 
which make caviar more delicious than a pickled egg, a wristwatch more 
covetable than a wall clock, a Lotus 7 more fun to drive than a Sierra (bad 
analogy: a rickshaw is more fun to drive than a Sierra): quality over quantity. 
The V20 somehow manages to deliver the high-end virtues of a big sound 
stage and terrific, layered 3D, fast dynamic swings, low coloration, natural 
timbre and everything else we crave, but in a package shorn of excess. If 
only to explain my indecision–is the V20 a novelty or a revolution?–the 
listener has to be re-educated to accept that you can have all of those highly 
desirable qualities in a package which doesn’t happen to include an 
overabundance of power as part of the recipe. The only sacrifice you have to 
make is to stick with whatever high-sensitivity speakers which suit your 
budget. 

Which is my way of saying that, alas, one of the dream speakers for mating 
with the V20 in a small-to- medium room is the Wilson WATT/Puppy System 
5.1: possessing high-sensitivity yet betraying none of the compromises 
associated with most speakers of that ilk. But the price is way out of the V20 
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ballpark, so it’s back to old Quads, LS3/5As and horns which don’t make you 
want to pour molten lead into your ears. Again, why worry?. However much 
harder is your task of finding the right speakers, the V20 is worth the effort, 
because what I think we’re witnessing here is Tim de Paravicini’s finest 
moment. And that’s scary, when you consider that even his disasters are 
better than most designers’ triumphs. Buy one now, before EAR’s tube 
supplier puts two and two together, and starts pricing ECC83s as if they were 
KT88s. 

  

Audio, January 1999 

E.A.R. V20 Integrated Tube Amplifier 
by Bascom King  

Tim de Paravicini, chief designer for E.A.R. (formerly Esoteric Audio 
Research), comes up with highly sophisticated amplifier circuits that have 
earned my high regard. I have used and tested several amps from this British 
company; almost all of them made their rated power at 20 kHz with less than 
0. I% total harmonic distortion–rare in tube amplifiers. 

The E.A.R. V20 resembles the top of a V-type auto engine, with its tubes 
arranged in two angled banks, and is said to have been inspired by the V-12 
engine in de Paravicini’s Jaguar. Each bank contains one channel of the 
stereo amplifier’s circuitry; three transformers (one power and two output) are 
placed between the banks, where a car’s carburetor or fuel injectors might 
be. The V20’s unusual appearance is also the result of its circuit 
configuration, which is probably unique: Instead of a few hefty output tubes, it 
has ten 12AX7 small-signal tubes in each channel’s output stage. 

An integrated amplifier, the V20 has a five-position signal selector, an 
illuminated pushbutton power switch, and a volume control. On the rear 
panel are five pairs of high-quality phono connectors for signal inputs, 
another pair for the tape output, an IEC power-cord socket, and a fuse 
holder. The gold-plated five-way binding posts for speaker connections 
(common, 4-ohm, and 8-ohm terminals for each channel) are at the rear of 
the top panel; 16-ohm operation requires a small change in the internal 
wiring, which could be done by a dealer or "by anyone who knows how to 
use a soldering iron," according to E.A.R.’s distributor in the United States. 

Inside the V20’s unusual housing, the construction is relatively simple and 
conventional. Within the one-piece welded chassis are the transformers and 
a circuit board that holds filter caps and rectifiers for the high-voltage and 
negative supplies. Another board, behind the rear panel, connects the input 
and output jacks; the selector switch and volume control are connected to it 
via small daughterboards and are operated by long shafts from the front 
panel. (The shaft extension of my review sample’s volume control was 
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slightly bent, making the associated daughterboard flex when I turned the 
control.) The audio circuitry and tube sockets are on two large boards, one 
per channel, mounted on standoffs beneath the tubes. 

Measurements 

On many tests, the E.A.R. V20’s two channels performed almost identically. 
Data will therefore be presented only for the left channel unless otherwise 
noted. 

The E.A.R. amp’s frequency response is shown in Fig. I for open-circuit, 8-
ohm, and 4-ohm loads and with the NHT dummy speaker load, all on the 8-
ohm output taps. The output variation for 4-ohm and open-circuit loads on 
this tap is within +/-0.7 dB of the 8-ohm load throughout the audio range; for 
the NHT dummy load, the variation is about +0.5,-0.75 dB. That’s quite 
reasonable for a tube amplifier. The curves for open-circuit, 4-ohm, and 2-
ohm loading on the 4-ohm taps were similar but were further apart because 
the relative output impedance was slightly higher (i.e., the ratio between 4 
ohms and the 4-ohm tap’s impedance was slightly lower than the ratio 
between 8 ohms and the impedance on the 8-ohm tap). The variation with 
the dummy load was about half that for the 8-ohm tap. 

Square-wave response at 10 kHz (Fig. 2) is very well behaved with an 8-ohm 
resistive load on the 8-ohm tap. Adding a 2-microfarad capacitance to the 
load causes some overshoot and ringing, but it is quickly damped. (With the 
capacitance added to the load, the frequency response had a slight peak at 
roughly 33 kHz.) The 40-Hz square wave has a mild tilt, which relates to the 
V20’s rolloff of 0.35 dB at 10 Hz. Rise and fall times were about 4.9 
microseconds at +/-5 volts out when driving an 8-ohm load via the 8-ohm tap.

Total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD + N) at various impedances, and 
SMPTE-IM distortion for 8-ohm loading, are plotted against level in Fig. 3. 
The amp’s THD + N is almost unaffected by load up to about 10 watts. At 
higher power levels, 8- and 4-ohm loads have similar effects, but there’s less 
power available for 16-ohm loads; this is common in tube amps. At the 4-
ohm tap, results with 4- and 8-ohm loads were comparable to those in Fig. 3 
for 8- and 16-ohm loading. 

How THD + N varies with frequency at several power levels is shown in Fig. 
4 for 8-ohm loading on the 8-ohm outputs. Distortion doesn’t rise much at 
high frequencies, which is worth noting, but it does rise somewhat in the 
bass, particularly at full power. 

A spectrum analysis of the harmonic distortion and noise residue for a 1-kHz 
signal at an output level of 10 watts (Fig. 5) is not so pretty. Despite the 
output stage’s Class-A operation, the harmonic series is quite complex, with 
high-order products that don’t decrease much at higher frequencies. 
Nevertheless, except for the third harmonic (which has the greatest 
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magnitude), THD is about 0.023%; that’s pretty low. (Including the third 
harmonic would raise THD to about 0.06% or 0.07%.) It’s debatable how 
easy it would be to hear distortion that has such a harmonic structure and 
magnitude, and it turned out not to be annoying. At 1 watt (not shown), 
distortion was lower, less complex, and decreased more rapidly with rising 
frequency. The main reason for the 10-watt spectrum’s complexity is that the 
designer opted for a circuit topology that requires driving the output tubes 
into grid current in order to attain the desired output (see "Technical 
Highlights"). You might expect such complex distortion to make an amplifier 
sound irritating, but, as I said, it did not. 

I measured interchannel crosstalk with the volume control in two positions, 
fully clockwise and 20 dB down from maximum (a setting more typical of 
normal use). At full volume, crosstalk was -90 dB or less up to about 6 kHz, 
increasing at 20 kHz to 80 dB from left to right and 87 dB from right to left. 
With the control turned down 20 dB, where crosstalk typically increases, it 
was still -90 dB or less until the frequency rose a bit past 1 kHz; it then 
decreased at about 6 dB per octave until, at 20 kHz, it became 66 dB from 
left to right and 69 dB from right to left. 

Damping factor, shown in Fig. 6 for the 8-ohm output, was slightly lower (9.4 
at 1 kHz) on the 4-ohm tap. Dynamic power output for 8-ohm loads on the 8-
ohm outputs was about 26.3 watts, which corresponds to dynamic headroom 
of 0.4 dB. Clipping power (i.e., power at the visual onset of clipping, about 
1% distortion) was 25.5 watts, corresponding to clipping headroom of 0.26 
dB. 

Voltage gain into 8-ohm loads on the 8-ohm outputs measured 31.4 dB for 
the left channel and 31.3 dB for the right. Corresponding IHF sensitivity 
(input voltage for 1 -watt output into 8 ohms) was 76.5 millivolts for the left 
channel, 77.2 millivolts for the right. Input resistance was about 38 kilohms 
for either channel. 

Output noise varied somewhat with the volume control’s position, as it will in 
any amplifier stage that follows a volume control. For the worse (right) 
channel, wideband noise was 286.6 microvolts with volume full up, 398.4 
microvolts with the control at -6 dB (its worst-case setting), and 273.3 
microvolts with it turned all the way down. The A-weighted noise for those 
settings was 74.6, 110, and 72.5 microvolts, respectively. The IHF S/N ratio 
was 90.5 dB in the left channel, 90 dB in the right. 

The V20 draws 1.6 amperes of AC from idle up to 10 or 12 watts output per 
channel; it then increases its draw to 1.84 amperes at full rated power. This 
suggests that the output stage operates in Class A2 up to about 12 watts and 
shifts to Class AB 2 above this level. In contrast to the relatively slow current 
ramp-up of power amplifiers using conventional, large output tubes, the V20 
comes up to its full operating current rather smartly. 
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Use and Listening Tests 

I liked the E.A.R. V20 from the moment I hooked it up and started listening to 
it. As I swapped it in and out of my system, my appreciation of its qualities 
only increased. This amplifier sounds really special, in spite of (perhaps 
because of) its complex measured distortion characteristics. 

For most of my listening, I used Tannoy Churchill speakers, whose nominal 
sensitivity is 95 dB; the V20 drove them very robustly. Dunlavy SC-IlIs, 
whose nominal sensitivity is 91 dB, also sounded exceedingly good with the 
E.A.R. amp. The V20 conveyed a sense of transparency, delicacy, air, and 
detail as well as the best amps I’ve heard. Bass definition, detail, and punch 
were also extremely good. I had moments while listening to this amp that 
made me exclaim, "God, that sounds so much like real live music in front of 
me!" 

The V20 will not be a good choice if you like your music loud. Nor will it be 
the best possible match for speakers whose sensitivity is 85 dB or so, though 
its 24 watts per channel will suffice for most music played at a reasonable 
volume. 

My review sample worked flawlessly. However, I was a bit concerned that the 
power transformer and the front panel seemed to get rather hot after the amp 
had been on for a long time. And I don’t know how long 12AX7s can be used 
as output tubes before audible deterioration sets in. Replacing all the tubes 
in the output stage will probably cost about as much as replacing a typical 
power amp’s fewer but more expensive output tubes. Despite these 
concerns, I can recommend the E.A.R. V20 with good conscience to anyone 
whose system and listening tastes don’t make higher power mandatory. I 
have truly enjoyed having it in my own system 

TECHNICAL HIGHLIGHTS 

Like most earlier E.A.R. designs, the V20 is a fully balanced design using a 
unity-coupled output stage, but it differs from the company’s previous amps 
in the design and coupling of its stages and in the way negative feedback is 
applied. The V20 has five stages, all but one of which use 12AX7 dual-triode 
tubes. 

From the selector switch, the signal passes through the volume control to a 
differential-amplifier input stage, which uses one section of a 12AX7 for each 
signal phase: A triangle of resistors interconnects the two cathodes and a 
negative supply. The triangle provides a high resistance between each 
cathode and the negative supply (thereby setting the tube’s operating 
current) and a smaller resistance between the cathodes (which sets this 
stage’s gain). This first stage acts as a phase inverter to provide balanced 
signals to the following stages. The first and second stages are RC-coupled, 
with resistors across the coupling capacitors adding a touch of DC coupling 
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to help maintain low-frequency stability after overall loop feedback is applied. 

Like the first stage, the second and third stages are configured as differential 
amplifiers that use half a 12AX7 for each signal phase. The coupling 
between these stages is the same as that between the first and second 
stages. All of the voltage swing to drive the output stage comes from the 
output of the third stage. Its plates are RC-coupled to the input of the fourth 
stage, with no DC coupling. 

The fourth stage is not the output stage, however. It is a cathode-follower 
driver, with the paralleled elements of a 12AU7 dual triode handling each 
signal phase. This stage provides additional driving current to the output 
stage via direct coupling between the cathode follower and the output stage’s 
control grids. 

The additional current from the cathode follower is needed because the 
output stage employs what designer Tim de Paravicini calls "enhanced triode 
operation." He originally applied that phrase to one of his prior amplifiers, in 
which signals went to the beam power output tubes’ screen grids instead of 
their control grids. (I suspect the term "enhanced" is by analogy to FET 
circuits, which are said to operate in enhancement mode if they don’t pass 
current until a positive bias is applied to their control elements and to operate 
in depletion mode if they pass current freely until a negative bias is applied. 
Tubes normally operate in depletion model though the term is rarely applied 
to them.) That prior amp had its control grid grounded so that current would 
not flow until a positive bias was applied to its screen grid. 

To get "enhanced triode operation" from actual triodes which have no screen 
grids, you have to make their control grids fairly positive with respect to their 
cathodes. This takes a lot of drive current, because it lowers the tube’s input 
impedance; in the V20, that current comes from the cathode-follower stage. 
This helps get the 12AX7s (normally used as voltage amplifiers) to produce 
enough current to drive speaker loads. 

Even that high-current operating mode does not, of course, make a single 
12AX7 the equivalent of a standard output tube. Therefore, the V20’s output 
stage has ten 12AX7s - twenty triode sections - per channel. Ten triode 
sections in parallel handle each phase of the output signal, acting like a pair 
of composite triode output tubes per channel. 

The output stage is unity-coupled, like that in McIntosh tube power 
amplifiers. In such a circuit, half of the load is in the output tubes’ plate circuit 
and the other half is in their cathode circuit. This amounts to quite a bit of 
local feedback and results in lower distortion in the output stage. 

A unity-coupled output stage requires a very large drive voltage at maximum 
output - more than half the stage’s output voltage into the output transformer. 
To get this high drive voltage with low distortion, the plate circuits of the third 
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and fourth stages are supplied from a dynamic power source that moves with 
the signal, rather than a steady DC voltage, by means of a technique called 
bootstrapping. 

The output transformer has two identical center-tapped primary windings. 
One winding connects to the plates of the composite output tubes; its center 
tap goes to the main high-voltage plate supply. The other primary winding, 
whose center tap is grounded, is connected to buses that link the cathodes 
of the output tubes and, via resistor networks, the cathodes of the second, 
third, and fourth stages. Each signal phase has its own cathode bus; the ten 
paralleled tube halves handling that phase are connected to the bus via 
capacitor-bypassed self-bias cathode resistors. This setup yields two signals 
of equal amplitude but opposite phase at each end of the two primary 
windings; the signals in both windings have the same phase and amplitude. 
In addition, the V20 amplifier couples signals of the same phase and 
amplitude via capacitors to improve circuit operation at high frequencies, an 
enhancement to the unity-coupled topology devised by de Paravicini. 

The dynamic supply voltages for the third and fourth stages’ plate supplies 
come from the output transformer’s plate windings. Each of the third stage’s 
two plates is fed from the end of the winding that carries the same signal 
phase from the output stage plates. This provides a constant plate-to-
cathode voltage for the cathode-follower driver tubes. It also provides a 
dynamic constant-current load for the third stage’s plates, thus enabling that 
stage to provide the large signal-voltage swing the output stage requires. 

The second and third stages’ cathodes are also connected to their respective 
phases’ cathode buses via resistors. This provides an inner negative 
feedback loop back to the third stage and a global loop back to the second 
stage. The global loop sets the overall gain of stages two through five. The 
first stage is not included in any multistage loops. No feedback is taken from 
the output transformer’s secondary 

The V20’s output stage is said to operate in Class A. However, I feel it 
should be considered Class A2, as grid current flows (by design) for a 
considerable portion of the signal cycle. 

In the power supply, the transformer’s main high-voltage secondary drives a 
full-wave voltage doubler circuit that delivers +350 volts to the center taps of 
the output transformers’ plate windings. An auxiliary rectifier circuit supplies –
200 volts to two voltage dividers that feed the grid circuits of the cathode-
follower stage’s driver tubes. These dividers set the operating point 
(quiescent current) of the cathode-follower tubes and the output stage. The 
first stage’s cathode resistors receive -125 volts derived from the -200-volt 
supply. Each channel’s +350-volt supply is further decoupled and filtered to 
feed the first and second stages’ plates. All tube heaters are AC-powered, 
via a separate power-transformer secondary winding for each channel. 
B.H.K. 
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